
Creative Space Grant Program Overview 
 
The Creative Space (CRSP) grant program supports the enhancement of San 
Francisco cultural facilities through Planning and Facility Improvement grants. The 
category aims to improve existing arts facilities and develop new ones that will 
support the work of San Francisco’s arts organizations and artists.  
 
Creative Space Planning and Facilities grants support the planning or pre-planning 
for the development or acquisition of arts facilities; or capital improvements to 
address emergency situations, improve the capacity of the creative space, and/or to 
have significant positive effect on audience accessibility, comfort, and enjoyment. 
 
Panel Composition  
The five-member peer review panel convened on February 28, 2019 to rank the CRSP 
applications according to the stated review criteria in the published CRSP 2018-19 
guidelines.  
 
The strength of the panelists’ expertise was in architecture, arts and culture policy 
development, nonprofit finance, and real estate experience. Demographics include 
one African American, one Latinx person, two Asian Americans, and one white 
person. Gender demographics include two women and three men. 
 
FY18-19 CRSP Funding Recommendations 
Thirteen grant applications were received requesting a total of $886,526. 
 
The panelists reviewed thirteen CRSP applications according to the stated review 
criteria. (See attached CRSP Guidelines). CRSP Funding recommendations include 
ten applicants for a total of $686,526.  
 
Successful planning proposals included funding for feasibility studies and 
collaborative space planning for mission-aligned organizations that strongly 
demonstrated meeting SFAC’s equity goals. 
 
Successful facilities proposals included audience comfort projects and renovations 
for newly acquired space such as ADA improvements and architectural fees.  
 
The applicants that did not score well were unable to demonstrate how the project 
would impact their constituency, did not provide the required bids, or had 
organization financials of concern. 
 
Attachments 
Attachments to this memo include the list of CRSP applicants with scores and 
project descriptions, panelist biographies, and the FY2018-19 CRSP Guidelines. 
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Community Investments 
FY18-19 Creative Space (CRSP) Funding Recommendations 

Applicant 
Category 
Grant Amount 

Budget 
Size 

Average 
Score 

Project Description 

African-American 
Shakespeare 
Company 
Planning 
$50,000 
 
 
 

> $500K 84.25 SFAC funds will be used to support a feasibility study and organizational 
assessment to determine possible options of securing permanent office, program, 
and performance space in San Francisco.  Whether acquisition of a long-term 
lease, ownership, or shared space, funds will  be used to stabilize rising rental 
costs.  With assistance and guidance from CAST (Community Arts Stabilization 
Trust), NCCLF (Northern California Community Loan Fund), and Nonprofit 
Centers Network, we predict that a feasibility study can position the 
organization's readiness to take on a project of this nature. 

ArtSpan 
Level 2 
$100,000 
 
 
 

> $500K 104 SFAC funds will be used to support the renovation of the city-owned 45 
Onondaga Avenue building into the ArtSpan Onondaga Art Center. The Art 
Center will be ArtSpan’s first proprietary building and will provide artist studios, a 
community gallery and meeting space, artist resource center and organization 
offices. Awarded SFAC funds will be used to make ADA improvements; ensuring 
the exterior wheelchair ramp is ADA compliant, and that all people can access 
the kitchen by moving it from the second floor to the first. 

Asian Improv 
Arts 
Planning 
$50,000 
 
 
 

< $500K 85.79 Asian Improv aRts (AIR), in collaboration with Lenora Lee Dance (LLD), and the 
Chinatown Community Development Center (CCDC), seeks a planning grant of 
$50,000 to study the feasibility and create a plan for a proposed AIR/LLD Center 
at 945 and 949 Clay St. in San Francisco Chinatown. 945 and 949 Clay St. are 
two adjacent high ceiling storefront spaces totaling 1800 square feet on the 
ground floor of a recently purchased and renovated building at the corner of 
Joice Alley and Clay Street. 

Bindlestiff Studio 
Level 1 
$50,000 
 
 
 

<$150K 87.79 SFAC funds will be used to support a Visibility & Audience Safety Initiative that 
will: 1) replace the hazardous, existing audience seating risers; and 2) improve 
external lighting at our entry on 6th Street and install digital signage. The 
improvements will make our black box theater safer and more welcoming to the 
public by providing stable, modular risers and making our street entry more 
identifiable and well-lit, deterring undesirable activities outside our door. 
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CounterPulse 
Level 2 
$100,000 
 
 
 

> $1mil 109.75 SFAC funds will be employed to complete urgent waterproofing and mold 
remediation renovations within 80 Turk’s artist dressing room in the basement of 
the facility. The project consists of total excavation of asphalt above the space 
plagued by flooding, and installation of a waterproof membrane before new 
asphalt and sealant is reapplied. Paired with extensive mold abatement, these 
measures will render the frequently inhabited artist dressing room safe, healthy, 
and comfortable for artists, as well as preserve the structural integrity of this 
valuable community facility asset for the future.  
 

Cultura y Arte 
Nativa de las 
Americas  
Planning 
$50,000 
 
 

>$500K 90.4 SFAC funds will be used to support a feasibility study and development plan for 
the acquisition of a permanent office, storage, costume and float making space 
and rehearsal facility for Carnaval San Francisco (CSF) and its production staff 
and sixteen parade dance contingents in the San Francisco Mission District.  
Acquisition of a permanent home in the Mission will ensure the long term viability 
and alleviate the operational challenges for the organization, as well as 
exponentially increase the economic benefits of this artistic expression to this 
community. 

Dancers Group 
Planning 
$43,000 
 
 
 

>$500K 89 SFAC funds will be used to support the development of a business plan for the 
acquisition, co-location, management and ownership of a real estate asset in San 
Francisco by a consortium of arts organizations—Dancers’ Group, Theatre Bay 
Area, and Intersection for the Arts—that together comprise the Arts Space 
Alliance. The plan will include a feasibility analysis to ensure the success of a 
timely collaboration between the 3 organizations with a vision and objective of 
securing a permanent home for their administration and public programs that 
also serves the wider arts community. 

Golden Thread 
Productions 
Planning 
$50,000 
 
 
 

<$500K 78.79 SFAC funds will be used to support the development of a Revenue Enhancement 
Strategies Plan and a Capital Campaign Feasibility Plan to support our five-year 
goal of securing a facility in San Francisco to house Golden Thread’s rehearsal, 
performance, and administration. This is the next step after completing a 
strategic facilities plan in 2017 and significant capacity-building in 2018 and 2019. 
Golden Thread’s permanent home may very well be the first arts facility in the 
nation to serve as a hub for artists and theatre from or about the Middle East. 

San Francisco 
Mime Troupe 
Level 2 
$93,526 
 
 
 

<$500K 101 SFAC funds will be used for installation of new lighting to replace our decades-
old lights and new, complete sound equipment to replace our current in-studio 
system, cobbled together from miscellaneous second-hand equipment, some of 
which goes on tour. This will make our main studio space more usable as a 
performance space for both SFMT and other local arts groups. Our goal is to 
provide our space at affordable rates, including sliding scale, to the very many 
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artists looking for space amid ever-rising San Francisco costs, including when the 
Troupe is touring, which is not currently possible. 

The Dance 
Brigade a New 
Group From 
Wallflower Order 
Level 2 
$100,000 
 
 
 

>$1mil 84.79 SFAC funds will partially support the fees of Tanner-Hecht Architects, who will 
convert 2205 Mission into a permanent home for Dance Mission (DM).  
Construction will begin in March 2020: the Mission Neighborhood Centers' (MNC) 
childcare program will occupy the 13-story building’s ground floor; Dance 
Mission’s theater and dance studios will comprise the building’s second, third and 
fourth floors; MEDA will manage the building's construction and develop 62 
affordable condos on the upper 9 stories.  When completed, 2205 Mission will 
address the District’s childcare, cultural,  and housing needs. 
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FY2018-2019 Creative Space (CRSP)  
Panelist Biographies  
 
 
 

Thomas Dolan 
Principal Thomas Dolan Architecture 
Thomas Dolan an architect in Oakland who specializes in live-work and multi-
family affordable housing. He wrote the Oakland live-work building code in 
1996 and is working with the city to update it to reflect Post-Ghostship 
realities. Immediately following that tragic fire he cofounded Safer DIY Spaces 
to work directly with tenants to make their spaces safer in all senses of the 
word. Since formation, DIY has seen 120 spaces and saved 100 from eviction. 
DIY continues to work with spaces as many move on to full legalization. 
 
Suneetha D'Silva 
Director of Real Estate and Partnerships, Community Arts Stabilization 
Trust 
Suneetha D’Silva brings over a decade of experience in real estate and finance 
to CAST, having previously worked at various financial services and retail 
companies, including BlackRock, Gap, Inc., Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. (Bank of 
America), and Morgan Stanley. She has managed real estate portfolios of over 
two million square feet globally, comprised of primarily commercial and retail 
assets. She has extensive experience in real estate transaction management, 
project management, financial analysis, as well as developing and implementing 
real estate strategies and process improvements. Suneetha has previously 
served on the board of the Alameda Point Collaborative, through the Board 
Fellows program at the Haas School of Business, University of California 
Berkeley. She is an enthusiast for performing and visual arts, in particular, 
theatre, live music, painting, and architecture. 
 
Jeremy Chi-Ming Liu 
Senior Fellow, PolicyLink  
Jeremy Liu is a community development strategist, social entrepreneur, real 
estate developer, and award-winning artist whose work has been exhibited in 
museums, art centers and at country’s oldest county fair. Having served as 
executive director of two community development corporations, he has led 
and overseen: hundreds of millions of dollars of real estate development, 
asset management of diverse and complex real estate portfolios, and staff as 
large as 110 community development professionals with $13m operating 
budget. He led the strategic repositioning of one of these nationally-
recognized community development corporation from a focus on housing 
production and service provision to a performance focus on the social 
determinants of health. He co-founded Creative Ecology Partners, an art and 
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design studio incubating economic and community development innovation, 
which developed the Creative Determinants of Health framework and created 
the National Bitter Melon Council, winner of the 2005 Artadia Award, to 
address social bitterness. As a Senior Fellow at PolicyLink, he is shaping and 
guiding a national initiative to integrate arts and culture into equitable 
development. He is the creative director of “We, the 100 Million” project, a 
current Hewlett 50 Commission awardee. He has served as a reviewer for 
ArtPlace America, the National Endowment for the Arts, the CA Arts Council, 
the National Science Foundation, and the New England Foundation for the 
Arts. 
 
Jessica Townsend 
Consulting Program Analyst, NCCLF 
Jessica has 3 years of experience providing administrative assistance and 
process improvement services in a variety of organizations. She has worked 
for medical facilities, ride-sharing organizations, and tech companies. Jessica 
is also active in the community, volunteering at a local non-profit assisting 
with programs for children as well as college students. Jessica holds a BS in 
Molecular Environmental Biology from the University of California, Berkeley. 
 

Armando Vasquez 
Principal Architect 
Armando Vasquez is a licensed architect based in the Mission District. For the 
past 30 years his work has been primarily focused on non-profit affordable 
housing and community spaces in the SF Bay Area - primarily as developer 
and project/construction manager. From 1990 to 2000 as an affordable 
housing developer with Mission Housing Development Corp. and from 2000 
to present as a consultant to non-profit organizations. His community space 
projects include the Brava Theater, Bayanihan Community Center, Manilatown 
Heritage Center, Bindlestiff Theater, Kali K'iin (Carecen) as well as various 
childcare centers. He was born in Mexico but was raised in the Mission District 
where he continues to reside. Over the past five decades he has seen the 
economic impact on low-income communities in San Francisco. This has 
reflected in displacement and gentrification, particularly in communities of 
color, which has negatively impacted the cultural and artistic institutions 
within those communities. Some have been long-standing cultural institutions 
like Galeria de la Raza. He is a member of several community organizations 
and served as a board member for Dolores Street Community Services and St. 
Peters Housing Committee (now Causa Justa).  
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本資助申請表的翻譯版本將應請求而提供；但僅受理英文版本的申請表。 查詢詳情，請聯

絡 。
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http://sfgov.org/oca/qualify-do-business
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https://sfgov.org/olse/prevailing-wage
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https://efiling.dir.ca.gov/PWCR/Search
https://www.dir.ca.gov/Public-Works/Contractor-Registration.html
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